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For the 2018-19 Modeling the Future Challenge, Scenario Response topics serve as the 
qualifying phase to allow teams to enter the main research and report phase. All teams 
passing the Scenario Responses will be invited to participate in the research and report 
phase. Teams will also be connected with an actuarial mentor to provide guidance on data 
identification, model building, and analysis.

The example Scenario Response topic provided herein is meant to help teams understand 
what to expect when the scenarios are released for the qualification phase. This scenario 
will not be part of the actual competition, but follows the same template that will be used 
by the competition scenarios.

Unlike Scenario 1, this scenario focuses more attention on data identification, cleaning, 
and analysis. In the scenario we ask students to do a little work to create their own 
datasets from a large online source provided by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS). This also gives teams some experience working with data that may be 
relevant for their Future Cures research and report in the 2nd phase of the MTF Challenge.

How Scenario Response Topics are Structured
Each scenario will include 3 parts: (1) a written description, (2) a dataset, and (3) a series of 
10 questions (for the example scenarios we also provide an answer key to the questions).  
The questions will cover a variety of topics related to mathematical modeling, data 
analysis, and the statistics and probability tools that are used in actuarial science. In 
general, the 10 questions will be grouped into 4 basic statistics or probability questions, 4 
advanced statistics or probability questions, and 2 critical thinking or analytical questions.

How Scenario Response Topics are Scored

Background on Scenario Response Topics
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Wrong 
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1. Perfect scores are not required to qualify. 
If your team doesn’t answer all 10 questions correctly in a scenario, don’t fret! Perfect 
scores are not a requirement to qualify for the main research and report phase of the MTF 
Challenge. The Scenario Response topics ask a wide range of questions with varying levels 
of  difficulty; however, we do not expect that for teams to be successful in the research and 
report, they need to have all answers to all types of questions. So if you aren’t certain 
about a few questions on the scenarios, answer what you know as well as you can, and 
you’ll get feedback on what else you might want to pick up for your report.

2. In the Challenge, only 2 out of 3 Scenarios are required. 
The MTF Challenge will present teams with three Scenario Response topics; however, 
teams only need to complete passing responses to two of the scenarios. In other words, 
your top two scores will be considered. So you may still want to complete all three 
scenarios to see which ones you score the best on, but if you’re really pressed for time, 
completing two can still get you through to the main research & report phase.

3. Don’t worry about a specific methodology.
In the answer keys we present straight-forward methodologies to determine the answers; 
however, these may not be the only methodologies to come to a correct response. So long 
as you show logical reasoning and how you got to the correct response, it will be counted. 
You do not need to have the exact methodology that we note in the answer keys.

4. Consider each scenario as an opportunity for practice 
and feedback.
More than anything, the MTF Challenge’s Scenario Response topics are meant to help 
prepare you for how to create strong mathematical models analyzing data to project 
future trends. They are not attempting to create “gotcha” moments. Try your best, answer 
what you can, and look forward to the feedback and responses to inform how you create 
your models and report for the main competition – or to prepare you for next year if you 
aren’t quite ready for the research this time.

Scenario Response Tips
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Example Scenario: Depression Treatments
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You work for an independent research and analytics consulting firm. You were recently 
contracted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to look into the current 
state of depression treatment in the United States with regards to Medicare Part D. You 
have come across 2 specific data sets from the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS) that you believe could be useful.

The first dataset is the “Medicare Provider Utilization and Payment Data: Part D 
Prescriber Public Use File” from 2013-2016. This data includes information on 
prescription drugs prescribed by individual physicians and other health care providers and 
paid for under the Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Program. You are specifically 
interested in looking into the generic drug Sertraline HCL which also has a brand name 
drug on the market called Zoloft that are both used to treat depression. 

You will find links to specific data in each relevant question for this scenario.

The second dataset which is provided to you to analyze this scenario, contains data related 
to chronic depression spending, emergency department visits, and readmission rates from 
2015. There is a more detailed overview of this data in the excel file your team compiled 
called “Chronic Condition Depression Data”. This data file is attached as a separate 
spreadsheet to this scenario.

Your firm is interested in analyzing details such as the costs spent on these depression 
drugs in each state, and understanding trends over the last few years using these drugs. To 
do this, you will need to identify, sort, and analyze a sub-set of data within the very large 
and complex CMS database. Examples of how to do this are provided in with each 
question, but these are not the only methods that can be used.

Additional Background: to learn more about how this data was gathered and what it means you 
can review the CMS Methodological Overview File which provides a deeper explanation of this 
dataset. This file is found online here: https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-
Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/Medicare-Provider-Charge-
Data/Downloads/Prescriber_Methods.pdf

https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/Medicare-Provider-Charge-Data/Downloads/Prescriber_Methods.pdf


Questions

Question 1: Querying Data

The first thing your firm wants to know is the total cost of the Sertraline HCL drugs for 
each year (under both generic name and brand name Zoloft). To figure out this information 
you will need to gather the appropriate data from the CMS datasets. Go to the Medicare 
Provider Utilization and Payment Data: 2016 Part D Prescriber Data 
(https://data.cms.gov/Medicare-Part-D/Medicare-Provider-Utilization-and-Payment-
Data-201/yvpj-pmj2), and click “View Data”. 

From here, filter the data set to only include rows where the “generic_name” column 
contains “Sertraline HCL” (note that you could also get the same results by filtering the 
“drug_name” column to include both Zoloft and Sertaline HCL).

Once you have filtered the data to the drugs of choice you can then analyze the data in 
several ways. One easy way to do this is by working directly within the CMS site itself. 
However, you could also export the data at this stage into excel or another spreadsheet 
program and work within that software. 

If you continue on the CMS site, your next step is to find the Sort and Roll-Up section and 
check the Roll-Ups & Drill-Downs box (you would perform similar tasks if exporting and 
working with the data in an excel file). 

• Group (sort them) by “nppes_provider_state” and “drug_name”. 

• Roll-Up the following columns and apply the SUM function on all of them 
(“bene_count”, “total_claim_count”, “total_30_day_fill_count”, “total_day_supply”, 
“total_drug_cost”). 

Click Export and select Download to CSV for Excel. (Hint: You should have 111 rows of 
data including titles)

Repeat these steps for the other years linked here:

2015: https://data.cms.gov/Medicare-Part-D/Medicare-Provider-Utilization-and-
Payment-Data-201/3z4d-vmhm (You should have 109 rows of data including titles)

2014: https://data.cms.gov/Medicare-Part-D/Medicare-Provider-Utilization-and-
Payment-Data-201/465c-49pb (You should have 108 rows of data including titles)

2013: https://data.cms.gov/Medicare-Part-D/Medicare-Provider-Utilization-and-
Payment-Data-201/4uvc-gbfz (You should have 110 rows of data including titles)

Once you have this data you should be able to identify the total cost of Sertraline HCL 
drugs for each year. To find this, sum the “total_drug_cost” column for each year and 
provide it as your answer.
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Questions

Question 2: Combining and Cleaning Data

Next, your team wants you to start analyzing the difference in Sertraline HCL 
prescriptions between states. To do this, you will first have to clean your datasets a bit 
more.

In each of the four excel documents you created (one for each year) insert a column ahead 
of column A. Title this column “Year” and enter the year corresponding to that data in each 
cell of the new column. Combine the four data sets into one so that you can analyze all 4 
years together. (Hint: This file should have 435 rows of data including the titles in the first 
row) 

This data includes providers in U.S. locations other than the fifty states. For this analysis 
we only want to look at providers located in one of the fifty U.S. states. Using the Overview 
File locate and remove any data that does not meet this condition. (Hint: “DC” = District of 
Columbia and should be removed as well in this analysis). How many rows did you remove? 
How many rows (not including the table header) remain in your dataset?

Question 3: Understanding the Data

Your team has noted a difference between the number of observations in this cleaned 
dataset and what would be expected. After removing the above non-state observations as 
you did in question 2, how many rows would you expect to remain? Find what observations 
are missing and provide a possible explanation for this missing data (hint: information is in 
the methodology file linked on page 4 of this scenario).

Question 4: Calculating Data

Now, calculate a new column of data in your Excel file equal to the cost per 30-day fill for 
each observation. (Hint: You will use total_drug_cost and total_30_day_fill_count in the 
calculation) What are the smallest and largest overall cost of a 30-day fill of a drug in this 
data in 2016. Provide the state, cost, and drug corresponding to the highest and lowest 
cost.

Question 5: Trend Analysis

Your firm wants to analyze the change in claim counts over the years. They want you to 
describe the overall trend of the data and determine what the percent change in claim 
count is from 2013-2014, 2014-2015, and 2015-2016. (Hint: one way to do this in Excel is 
to create a pivot table and chart looking at the sum of total_claim_count over time; 
however, you can also do this by manually summing the claim counts for each year).
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Questions

Question 6: Trend Analysis 2

Based on your finding in the previous question what would you expect the sum of total 
claim count to equal in 2017 and 2020? (Hint: two basic ways to accomplish this are to (1) 
fit a trend line to the data or (2) create an excel forecast from the data you calculated in 
question 5).

Question 7: Data Visualization

Your firm wants you to create a United States map visualization of the cost per 30-day fill 
by state in 2016. There are several free tools that can be used to do this, here are some 
examples:

1. Tableau: https://public.tableau.com/en-us/s/

• Type in an email and hit download the app. 

• Follow the installation steps and create an account (free). 

• https://public.tableau.com/en-us/s/resources - use this link to find how-to and training 
videos to help you get familiar with the software and how to create a map if necessary 

2. MapChart: https://mapchart.net/usa.html

• This tool is a more simplified way of creating a basic US map by simply selecting different 
shades of color for different values you identify in the legend. If you don’t want to take 
the time to learn about Tableau or don’t have another software to do this, Mapchart will 
be an easier solution, however, it will not allow you to do more advanced work such as 
creating box and whisker charts that are required later in this scenario.

3. Excel: in the most recent versions of excel, they also have a “Maps” tool that can be 
used. This is found under the “Insert” tab and click on “Maps.” You can learn more 
about this feature from Microsoft’s tutorial here: https://support.office.com/en-
us/article/create-a-map-chart-f2cfed55-d622-42cd-8ec9-ec8a358b593b

Thinking back to your findings in question 3, do any states seem to be outliers? Which 
states are they and why? Remove any outliers as you see fit. Display your final 
visualization.

Question 8: Data Visualization 2

Using the second dataset attached to this scenario (Chronic Condition Data – Depression) 
and Tableau or another software of your choice, create box-and-whisker plots of “Actual 
per Capita Spending” and “Standardized per Capita Spending”. How would you describe 
the distribution of states for these two variables? How do they compare? Provide a side-
by-side visualization of the two plots and describe the distributions.
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Questions

Question 9: Regression using Excel

Your firm wants you to predict the readmission rate of an example state in 2016. From our 
second data set (Chronic Condition Data – Depression) we know this state had $22,450.00 
standardized per capita spending and 1845.23 emergency department visits (per 1,000 
Beneficiaries). We want to use regression based on 2015 data to create a model to make 
this prediction. One way to do this is  to use the regression tool in the later versions of 
excel:

• In Excel, go to the Data tab.

• Click on Data Analysis to bring up the Data Analysis Tools window.

• Select Regression and click OK.

• In the Input Y Range select the data in the Readmission Rate (%) column including the 
title.

• In the Input X Range select the data in the Standardized Per Capita Spending ($) and 
Emergency Department Visits (per 1,000 Beneficiaries) including the titles.

• Make sure the Labels box is checked and the output is to a New Worksheet (Those should 
be the only selections needed).

The output are the results of the regression model created to predict Readmission Rate 
using Standardized Per Capita Spending and Emergency Department Visits as explanatory 
variables.

Are these explanatory variables significant at a 95% confidence level (alpha = 0.05)? (Hint: 
if you are not familiar with confidence levels, you can check out a short video about these 
calculations here: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-statistics/estimating-
confidence-ap/introduction-confidence-intervals/v/confidence-intervals-and-margin-of-
error).

Your firm has asked you to interpret the R-squared value of this model. What does this 
model predict for this example state?
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Questions

Question 10: Name brand versus generic drug analysis

Your firm has asked you to review the statements noted from the FBA in their article 
linked here: 
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/resourcesforyou/consumers/buyingusingmedicinesafely/gene
ricdrugs/ucm167991.htm

They want you to write a statement supporting one or more of the facts in the article with 
the original dataset on Sertraline HCL from the CMS that you queried, cleaned, and 
calculated. Provide mathematical and visual support from Excel, Tableau, or another 
software of your chosing to back up and explain your support for the statement.
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Answer Key

For this scenario, questions 1-7 and 10 use the “Medicare Provider Utilization and Payment 
Data” that the student query in question 1 and solutions are found in the “All Years 
Combined_Final Dataset and Solutions” file. The question 7 solution was created in Tableau. 
Question 8 and 9 use the “Chronic Condition Depression Data”. The solution for 8 was done in 
Tableau and the solution for 9 can be found in the “Chronic Condition Depression Data and 
Solution” file.

All software and process notes included in this scenario are suggestions only, and are meant to 
provide examples for how students can conduct the data analysis. This scenario is meant to help 
teams understand how to use the complex data sets that are available through the CMS that 
may be valuable for your research and report phase of the 2018-19 MTF Challenge. However, 
specific methodology of how to clean the data appropriately is not required, so long as you can 
use the data to come to appropriate conclusions.

Question 1

View the data:

Filter the data:

Sort the data:
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Answer Key

Question 1 Continued.

Roll up the data:

Export the data:

Repeat the above steps for 2015, 2014, and 2013.

Sum of total_drug_cost column for each year: (Use a sum function in excel)

2016: $107,486,400.01

2015: $106,197,274.75

2014: $122,802,690.87

2013: $132,479,419.69

The 4 files that your team should produce are also provided as attachments to this scenario, 
named “Part D Data_Sertraline HCL_by State_YEAR”
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Answer Key

Question 2

To complete this question, teams should combine the 4 excel files for each year into one file 
with a new column “Year” in column A.

After this step their resulting file should include 435 lines including all of the data from the 4 
years. 

The next step is for the team to filter the data to select all the provider locations that are not 
one of the 50 states. These include (AA,AE,AP,AS,DC,GU,MP,PR,VI,XX,ZZ). They can find this 
information on pages 4 and 5 of the Methodological Overview File provided to them.

This should result in 42 observations they should delete/remove and should produce a file that is 
equal to the data in the “All Years Combined_Final Dataset and Solutions” that is provided as an 
attachment to this scenario. This file will then be used for the rest of questions 1-7.

The team should also be able to understand why these rows need to be removed to analyze 
information about the states.
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Answer Key

Question 3

After removing the observations from question 2 there are 392 observations left. We would 
have expected 400. There are 50 states and there should be an observation for both Sertraline 
HCL and Zoloft (the two drug names) in each state. There are also 4 years of observations for 
each state. 

(4 years)*(2 drugs)*(50 states) = 400 observations

There are many ways of finding the missing observations. Probably the fastest is to create a 
pivot table by state and year and look at the number of observations that way. You could also 
look through each state in the data.

The observations for Zoloft in AK in 2014, HI in 2015-2016, MT in 2015, and WY in 2013-2016 
are all missing. This equals 8 observations which would get us to the 400 we would expect.

One possible explanation can be found in the Methodological Overview File. Under section “5. 
Data Contents - 5.1 Detailed Data File” it states “Providers with fewer than 11 claims are not 
included in the data file”. So, it is likely that during these years in these states no providers had 
over 10 claims specifically for Zoloft. This is reasonable looking at Hawaii as an example. In 2013 
and 2014 there were observations for Hawaii with a total claim count for Zoloft of 11 and 12 
respectively. This means in both of these years only one provider had more than 10 claims for 
Zoloft (since we took a sum of all providers by state and drug). If in 2015 and 2016 all the 
providers in Hawaii had total claim counts less than 11 then no data would be included. The 
same effect can be seen in AK and MT. It is also of note that these states rank as some of the 
least populated states, so it would make sense that they have fewer claims to begin with.
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Answer Key

Question 4

To answer this question, teams should divide “total_drug_cost” by “total_30_day_fill_count” to 
get the “cost_per_30_day_fill”. They should copy this down for all observations. This creates the 
a new far-right highlighted column in our example files.

The smallest cost per 30-day fill was $4.50 which was in Arkansas for Sertraline HCL (generic). 
The largest cost per 30-day fill was $558.65 which was in Maine for Zoloft (Brand Name).
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Answer Key

Question 5.

The data has a positive linear trend over time. 

2013-2014 percent change = (10944218-10264358)/10264358 = 6.62%

2014-2015 percent change = (115186228-10944218)/10944218 = 5.25%

2015-2016 percent change = (12188499/11518628)/11518628 = 5.82%
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Answer Key

Question 6.

One solution to this problem is through the use of a trend line. First add one to the graph shown 
below.

Then click on the trend line and add the equation and R-squared which shows how good of a fit 
it is. 
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Answer Key

Question 6. Continued

Then use this equation to solve for the predicted value in 2017 and 2020. To solve for the 
prediction, we plug the year (number of years after 2012) into the equation for y.

For 2017 we would predict the sum of total claims to be…

y=634683*(5) + 10000000 = 13173415

For 2020 we would predict the sum of total claims to be…

y=634683*(8) + 10000000 = 15077464

Another solution would be through the use of forecasting in excel. Select the data we want to 
forecast. Go to the data tab and click Forecast Sheet. Change the forecast end date to 2020 and 
click create.

This will provide you with a forecast of all the years till 2020. With this method we predict

2017: 12809353

2020: 14715140

Answers using either of these methods would be considered correct.
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Answer Key

Question 7.

Teams should pull the data they have been using into Tableau or another similar mapping 
software. They should start by filtering to only include 2016. Then to create a map they just 
need to drag the state dimension onto the sheet. Teams can make their own maps using a 
variety of techniques.

They should see on the scale Wyoming and Hawaii costs are 5 and 6.5 respectively. The next 
lowest is Nebraska with 221. This is having a severe effect on the scale. If we remember back to 
question 3 these two states were missing a lot of data skewing their results. We should remove 
the data on those two states to fix our visualization. To do this they just need to add the state 
dimension to filters and filter out WY and HI.

On the next page is an example excluding WY and HI with a fixed scale, and an example of what 
a final visualization could look like. It should look neat and professional. This would probably be 
the bare minimum required. You can see an example on this link to a final Tableau workbook 
used in creating this solution: 
https://public.tableau.com/shared/H7QYHQJPF?:display_count=yes
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Answer Key

Question 7 Continued.
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Answer Key

Question 8.

To create the box plots import the Chronic Condition Depression data into Tableau. Just pull the 
spending into the rows and state as a detail. Then use the box-and-whisker plots button in the 
Show Me menu on the right. It may be helpful to edit the axis to fit the data better.
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Answer Key

Question 8 Continued.

Actual per Capita Spending

This data has a median of $18,552 and 50% of states have actual per capita spending of between 
$17,317 and $21,357. There are no outliers present. Looking at the shape of the distribution 
there is an extreme right skew. The median is a lot closer to the bottom of the box. This means 
the states with lower actual spending are more concentrated. The states with spending above 
the median are more spread out, indicating that the distribution is skewed to the higher values. 
The upper whisker is also much longer than the lower whisker, which again emphasizes a strong 
“right” skew to the higher values.

Standardized per Capita Spending

This data has a median of $18,411 and 50% of states have standardized per capita spending of 
between $16,332 and $19,974. There are no outliers present. Looking at the shape of the 
distribution the boxes seem more even compared to the actual spending plot. The median is 
actually a little closer to the top of the box now. The whiskers are also a little closer, but the top 
whisker is still longer. Overall, this plot does not show signs of a strong skew and close to normal 
compared to the actual spending plot.

Here is a link to a Tableau workbook used to create the solution which you can download.

https://public.tableau.com/views/Question8_10/Comparison?:embed=y&:display_count=yes&p
ublish=yes
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Answer Key

Question 9.

Yes, both explanatory variables are significant at a 95% confidence interval. Below are 
hypothesis tests for both. Teams don’t need to show the entire hypothesis test just that the p-
value < alpha.

Standardized Per Capita Spending

H0: B1=0 (Standardized Per Capita Spending is not related to the mean of Readmission Rate)

HA: B1=!0 (Standardized Per Capita Spending is related to the mean of Readmission Rate)

The p-value = 0.000741 which is less than alpha = 0.05. Since the p-value < alpha we reject the 
null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that Standardized Per Capita Spending is related to the 
mean of Readmission Rate (It is a significant predictor).

Emergency Department Visits (per 1,000 Beneficiaries)

H0: B1=0 (Emergency Department Visits is not related to the mean of Readmission Rate)

HA: B1=!0 (Emergency Department Visits is related to the mean of Readmission Rate)

The p-value = 0.000658 which is less than alpha = 0.05. Since the p-value < alpha we reject the 
null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that Emergency Department Visits is related to the 
mean of Readmission Rate (It is a significant predictor).

The R-Squared of the model is 0.503798326. R-squared is the percentage of the total variation in 
y that is described by the regression. This means for this model 50.3798% of the variation in 
Readmission Rate is described by the regression line created using Standardized Per Capita 
Spending and Emergency Department Visits. This is not a great or terrible R-squared. We would 
need to do more exploration into other measures of the model and look for bias in the data and 
determine how precise we need our model to be.

The equation of this regression line is y = 5.0723547 + x1(0.000336025) + x2(0.006246943).

For the state we are predicting y = 5.0723547 + 22,450(0.000336025) + 1845.23(0.006246943).

So, this model predicts the Readmission Rate of this state to be 24.14%.
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Answer Key

Question 10.

Below is an excerpt from the reading that the teams could focus on.

In this case, the main fact teams should realize their data supports is that generic medicines are 
sold at a substantially lower cost than their brand name counter parts. The above graph and 
chart show this by looking at the average cost_per_30_day_fill by drug name over time. In 2013 
the generic version of Sertraline HCL was 96% cheaper on average than its brand name drug 
Zoloft. This difference has even grown slightly from 2013 to 2016 as the price of Zoloft has 
increase while the price of the generic drug has slightly decreased. The article also states, “When 
multiple generic companies market a single approved product, market competition typically 
results in prices about 85% less than the brand-name.” Our data in 2016 shows the price of the 
generic drug is 98% less than the brand-name. This would lead us to believe there are many 
generic companies selling Sertraline HCL. A little bit of research can prove this is the case.

This is one example of how the team could analyze the statements in this article; however, it is 
not the only analysis that would be considered correct. For this question, we are looking for 
teams to demonstrate strong critical thinking skills and an ability to use their data to back up a 
conclusion.
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